
THE "NO NAME SERIES."

"IS THAT ALL?"
" In some respects, this is the best of the. three rplumes yet {published of

this series. Fur, tliough it does not go so deep as * Mercy Philbrick,' nor
deal in poetic fancies like 'Deirdr^,' it is better sustained on its own surface-

level than either of those romances. It is not a romance at all in fact, but
a pleasing sketch, somewhat too warmly colored, cf New England social life

in the well-bred circle of a small city,— say Hartford. The plot is simple and
direct, and the story closes before it has time to become tiresome in any
particular. . . . The book is all it professes to be, and somcUiing more, and
will certainly be popular."— Springfield Repitblican.

'* The new novel of the ' No Name Series ' belongs of right to the class of

stones which men and women take with them on vacation journeys. It has
httie plot, and what little there is is of the slightest kind. It is meant to tw
light and amusing, and is so in a high degree. The picture it gives of high
life in a provincial city is very fine, and a spirit of bantering which runs
tlirough it makes it extremely piqufint. As to the authorship it is idle to

guess. We leave the solution of the question to the reader's own skill in

reading) riddles, and commend the anonymous book to his attention :>« one
which will entertain him greatly, whether or not he can guess its origin."—Ntw York Evening Post.

" ' Is That All ?
' third in order of the conundrums at which the Messrs.

Roberts have s(;t the world a-guessing, perplexes conjecture in a greater degree
than its predecessors. Its style recalls none of our better-known writers ; and,
in spite of the assurance of the publishers, we should be disposed to set it

down as the work of a fresh hand, were it not for the practice and finish which
it evinces. It is, to use its own words, a *ver> meringue of a story.' light,

crispj delicately flavored ; but, for all tliis sketchiness, it is full of real character

and individuality. . . . There is a great deal of bright, natural conversation,

some capital love-making, and both humor and good-humor in the pithy, half-

sarcastic touches which glance here and there on the page like a smile out of
quizzical, friendly eyes'*— Boston Transcript.

'* It is 'leverly constructed in plot, and has the rare merit of seeming too

short. The style is bright and animated, the characters are evidently drawn
from life, and spiritedly^ drawn at that. The conversations are sparkling and
witty, and the work is unmistakably from the hand of one thoroughly ac-

quainted with the world and with good society. It is the best book of the
series, thus far, though, as the author says, ' a very meringue of a stor}*.' Its

naturalness is not the least of its charms. We have been thoroughly delighted

with it, and we assure our readers that they will derive equal pleasure and satis-

faction from its perusal. The name of the author has not yet transpired, but
we hazard the guess that it is a woman, — not owing to any effeminacy or

weakness in the style, but from the fact that no one but a woman would write

so saucily about the gentler sex. We advise everybody to read this clever little

story."— Saturday Gazette.
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